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No impact, all adventure. The upgraded e10.9b Elliptical comes with a simplified console that can be upgraded with 

the addition of the member's smart phone or tablet. Sync the machine with iFit on any device and this Freemotion 

machine will match the speed and resistance to recreate the actual route from anywhere in the world. The elliptical's 

foot placement makes the run, walk or ski easier on the knees, joints and back. 

e10.9bELLIPTICAL



 PHONE 877.363.8449     WEBSITE freemotionfitness.com

SMARTSERIES™ e10.9b ELLIPTICAL

SIMPLIFIED USER INTERFACE
Know your progress with an easy-to-read LED matrix display that tracks RPM/speed, distance/time, 
watts/calories, level and heart rate. 

IFIT® ENABLED WITH SMARTPHONE OR TABLET (COMING WINTER 2018)
The console of the e10.9b Elliptical goes from simple to interactive when synced with a smartphone 
or tablet. As the industry's first "Bring Your Own Device"-solution, the elliptical has resistance matching 
technology to recreate the actual terrain of video workouts filmed around the world. 

UPPER-BODY WORKOUT ARMS WITH SOFT GRIPS
Get a total-body, low-impact workout with upper-body workout arms. Elliptical training engages the 
entire body, burns more calories and tones more muscle for faster results.

BUILT-IN WORKOUTS
Choose between preset workouts, fitness tests, or heart rate control workouts with the touch of a button.

BELT DRIVE SYSTEM
One of our quietest drive systems, the belt drive offers a smooth ride and a comfortable workout.

QUICK SELECT START AND STOP
Start and stop the workout at anytime with the simple touch of a button.

EKG GRIP PULSE/ POLAR RECEIVER INCLUDED
Track the heart rate with easy, built-in grips that don't distract from the workout.

CONTROL BUTTONS AND PULSE PLATES ON HANDLEBARS
Stay in control of the workout with buttons built in to the handle, so users never have to remove their 
hands to touch a console.

PRODUCT FEATURES
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SPECIFICATIONS
Stride Length 20 in (50.8 cm)

Drive System Quiet Belt Drive System,   
Space-efficient rear drive 

Resistance Levels 24

Transport Wheels 3.3 in (8.38 cm) plastic wheels

Console Languages EN, ES, FR, IT, NL, PT, CM

CSAFE Enabled

Maximum User Weight 400 lbs (182 kg)

Step-up Height 9.5 in (24.1 cm)

Pedals Non-skid, traction control 
cushioned pedals

Equipment Dimensions
(L x W x H)

85 x 23 x 63 in  
(215.9 x 58.4 x 160 cm)

Machine Weight 265.8 lbs (120.6 kg) 

Shipping Dimensions
(L x W x H)

91.3 x 26.1 x 33 in 
(232 x 66.4 x 84 cm)

Shipping Weight 310 lbs (140.6 kg)

Power Requirements Input: 110~240V 
Output: 15V 3A

Regulatory Approvals FCC, TUV, C/US, C-Tick, CE, 
EN957 Class S

WARRANTY  |  US AND INTERNATIONAL
7 Year Frame  |  2 Year Parts (Mechanical)  |  1 Year Parts (Electronic), Console and Labor.

OPTIONAL
- HD Personal TV 15.6 in (39 cm)  
FMTV84418-16  |  FMTV84418-16INT
- 900/800 MHz Receiver - MYE900RCVR


